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Abstract: With the development of science and technology, computer software has an 

irreplaceable role, it has been applied to modern people’s life, work and learning, and so on, 

and database is the key to the research and development of computer software. The choice 

of database is closely related to the quality and efficiency of development. During the 

epidemic, many popular language programs such as Java and python were used on the 

Internet to simulate the spread of viruses, while this paper started from the research on VFP, 

which is an outstanding representative of the small and medium-sized database 

management system, VFP has the function similar to python and PHP [1] , which shows that 

VFP has not retired from the historical stage, so far in the University of non-computer 

science courses are still offered and sales of this software-related books, it is interested in 

computer beginners have a very important reference value. 

1. Introduction 

At this stage, with the accelerated development of computer, the work of all walks of life has 

been inseparable from the computer, and people's life (online shopping, communication, etc.) has 

also been inseparable from the computer, and every different computer software has its unique 

nature and role, even if it seems to have been eliminated, their advantages can not be ignored. 

Visual FoxPro 9.0 provides functions, speed, ability and flexibility, which you can't see in the 

common database management system. It is a more characteristic database management system, it 

will be non-procedural database operation language and procedural high-level language integration, 

and also provides a variety of visual programming tools, support object-oriented programming 

methods, do not need other high-level language and development tools, Direct use of Visual 

FoxPro9.0 database application system development. Therefore, there are still a lot of people and 

enthusiasts who use VFP to develop practical and concise systems [2] [3]. 

Education according to the development of the need, computer courses almost has been from 

primary school to university of any school has opened, it has become like politics, sports, as an 

essential public curriculum. For the students of vocational colleges and the computer professional 

students, VFP is learning computer professional introduction person a good leader, therefore at 

present many university for non-computer majors in open still VFP course, for starters, it feel 
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complex and want to give up than to see other programming database software has a strong appeal. 

I believe that everyone knows what to do in the past two years, which also fully demonstrates the 

reasonable superiority of China's national management. People are also paying close attention. 

Many small cases have been found using software to simulate the process of virus transmission [4][5]. 

Therefore, this paper is the design of the rehearsal process of virus transmission based on VFP. 

2. Analyze the epidemic process 

14 days is the longest incubation period for novel Coronavirus. The official data collection began 

on January 24 and ended at 24:00 on February 7. The summary includes the data of a complete 

incubation period after the lockdown of Wuhan, providing a panoramic perspective on the epidemic 

prevention during the first incubation period after the lockdown of Wuhan[6]. 

Table 1: Data sheet of the epidemic for the first incubation period after the lockdown in Wuhan 

 

3. Analyze the data and structure required for the rehearsal 

3.1. Data required 

This demonstration process with 1,000 people as examples, involving personal position: X 

coordinate (.far [I,1]) and Y coordinate (.far [I,2]), personal health condition (.FAR [I,3]), personal 

movement direction: X direction (.far [I,4]) and Y direction (.far [I,5]), number of individual 

moving steps (.far [I,6]), development minutes (.fnd), number of remaining people (.fNR), etc. 

3.2.  Demo window required 

A virus transmission demo window (Form1). 

3.3.  Rehearse ideas 

Using a random function, the DOTS move at random, dropping a pathogen at first, spreading 

through contact, becoming infected and then killing it for a while, until finally all the red dots 
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disappear, as shown in the four graphs. 

            

Figure 1: 0 Days 4 hours 36 minutes virus         Figure 2: 8 Days 12 hours 42 minutes virus  

transmission remaining condition: 1000               transmission remaining condition: 989 

            

Figure 3: 20 Days 23 hours 42 minutes virus        Figure 4: 266 Days 19 hours 58 minutes virus  

transmission remaining condition:71                    transmission remaining condition:18 

4. Rehearse the specific implementation code of the process 

#define Number of presenters 1000 

…… 

PUBLIC viral transmission 

 

viral transmission=CREATEOBJECT("Form1") 

IF TYPE("viral transmission") = "O" 

viral transmission.Show() 

ENDIF 

DEFINE CLASS Form1 AS form 

 …… 

 PROCEDURE Activate 

  Local lnBC 

  Local i 

  IF PEMSTATUS(thisform,"faR",5) 
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   RETURN 

  ENDIF 

  WITH thisform 

   .AddProperty("faR[1]") 

   .AddProperty("fnR",Number of presenters) 

   .AddProperty("fnD",0) 

   DIMENSION thisform.faR[Number of presenters,6] 

   thisform.faR = 0 

   lnBC = thisform.BackColor 

   FOR i=1 to Number of presenters 

    DO WHILE .T. 

     Individual X coordinates = INT(RAND()*thisform.Width) 

     Individual Y coordinates = INT(RAND()*thisform.Height) 

     IF this.Point(Individual X coordinates,Individual Y coordinates)= 

lnBC 

      EXIT 

……     

    Personal health = 0xFFFFFF 

    this.ForeColor = Personal health 

    this.Pset(Individual X coordinates,Individual Y coordinates) 

   ENDFOR 

   i = INT(RAND() * Number of presenters)+1 

   Personal health = 255 

  ENDWITH 

 ENDPROC  

 PROCEDURE Unload 

  IF TYPE("viral transmission") = "O" AND (ISNULL(viral transmission) OR viral 

transmission == thisform) 

  RELEASE viral transmission 

  ENDIF 

 ENDPROC 

 PROCEDURE Timer1.Timer 

  this.Enabled = .F. 

  Local lnBC,lnP,lnPC 

  Local i 

  WITH thisform 

   lnBC = thisform.BackColor 

   Development minutes = Development minutes + 23 

   .Caption = "viral transmission " ; 

      +TRANSFORM(INT(Development minutes/24/60))+"days" ; 

      +TRANSFORM(MOD(INT(Development minutes/60),24))+ 

"hours" ; 

      +PADL(MOD(Development minutes,60),2,"0")+"minutes" ; 

      +"Remaining:" + TRANSFORM(Number of remaining 

personnel) 

   FOR i=1 to Number of presenters     

    IF Personal health = 0 

     LOOP 
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    ENDIF 

    The individual steps = The individual steps - 1 

    IF Personal X direction=0 and Personal Y direction=0 or The individual 

steps <= 0 

     lnP = INT(INT(RAND()*60)*0.15)+1 

     DO CASE 

     CASE lnP=1 

      Personal X direction = - 1 

      Personal Y direction = - 1 

     …… 

     OTHERWISE 

      LOOP 

     ENDCASE 

     The individual steps  = INT(RAND()*50)+5 

    ENDIF 

    DO CASE 

    CASE BETWEEN(Individual X coordinates + Personal X direction, 0, 

thisform.Width-1) 

    CASE Individual X coordinates + Personal X direction < 0 

     Personal X direction = thisform.Width - 1 

    …… 

    DO CASE 

    CASE BETWEEN(Individual X coordinates + Personal Y direction, 0, 

thisform.Height-1) 

    …… 

    lnPC = .Point(Individual X coordinates + Personal X direction,Individual Y 

coordinates + Personal Y direction) 

    IF !lnPC = lnBC 

     IF Personal health = 0xFFFFFF 

      IF lnPC <> 0xFFFFFF 

       Personal health = 255 

      ENDIF 

     ……   

5. Conclusion and Prospect 

This paper previews the process of virus transmission and preventive measures, and shows a 

simple simulation process based on VFP. The results show that the simulation process has the 

advantages of high speed and high precision, and can simulate the epidemic process well. 

At the same time, due to the diversity and complexity of the epidemic situation, the method 

presented in this paper does not simulate the complete epidemic prototype, for example, it can 

provide more useful information and data (existing suspected cases and close contacts who are still 

under medical observation) on the effectiveness of epidemic control, the most critical indicators for 

judging the effectiveness of epidemic control (new cases confirmed on the same day), and 

judgments on the effectiveness and trend of epidemic prevention and control, etc. , it can not be 

based on any one of the above indicators, but must take into account all the variables. These need to 

be further expanded, the future will continue to further study. 
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